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Abstract
We overview the current status and future directions of the Cobalt project. Cobalt is a domainspeciﬁc language for implementing compiler optimizations as guarded rewrite rules. Cobalt optimizations operate over a C-like intermediate representation including unstructured control ﬂow,
pointers to local variables and dynamically allocated memory, and recursive procedures. The design of Cobalt engenders a natural inductive strategy for proving the soundness of optimizations.
This strategy is fully automated by requiring an automatic theorem prover to discharge a small
set of simple proof obligations for each optimization. We have written a variety of forward and
backward intraprocedural dataﬂow optimizations in Cobalt, including constant propagation and
folding, branch folding, full and partial redundancy elimination, full and partial dead assignment
elimination, and simple forms of points-to analysis. The implementation of our soundness-checking
strategy employs the Simplify automatic theorem prover, and we have used this implementation to
automatically prove the above optimizations correct. An execution engine for Cobalt optimizations
is implemented as part of the Whirlwind compiler infrastructure.
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Cobalt By Example

This section overviews the current status of the Cobalt language. We informally describe Cobalt and our technique for proving Cobalt optimizations
sound through a small example. More details on the language, the technique
for proving soundness automatically, and the implementation of the language
and its soundness checker are provided in an earlier paper [9]. Section 2 describes our current and future directions for increasing the expressiveness of
Cobalt while retaining automated soundness checking. Section 3 describes
related work, and section 4 concludes.
1.1 Forward Transformation Patterns
The heart of a Cobalt optimization is its transformation pattern. For a forward
optimization, a transformation pattern has the following form:
ψ1 followed by ψ2 until s ⇒ s with witness P
A transformation pattern describes the conditions under which a statement
s may be transformed to s . The formulas ψ1 and ψ2 , which are properties of
a statement such as “x is deﬁned and y is not used,” together act as the guard
indicating when it is legal to perform this transformation on a procedure P : s
can be transformed to s if on all paths in P ’s control-ﬂow graph (CFG) from
the start of the procedure to s, there exists a statement satisfying ψ1 , followed
by zero or more statements satisfying ψ2 , followed by s. Figure 1 shows this
scenario pictorially.
Forward transformation patterns codify a scenario common to many forward dataﬂow analyses: an enabling statement establishes the conditions necessary for a transformation to be performed downstream, and any intervening
statements are innocuous, i.e., do not invalidate the conditions. The formula
ψ1 captures the properties that make a statement enabling, and ψ2 captures
the properties that make a statement innocuous. The witness P captures the
conditions established by the enabling statement that allow the transformation to be safely performed. Witnesses have no eﬀect on the semantics of an
optimization; they will be discussed more below in the context of our strategy
for automatically proving optimizations sound.
Example 1 A simple form of constant propagation replaces statements of the
form X := Y with X := C if there is an earlier (enabling) statement of the
form Y := C and each intervening (innocuous) statement does not modify Y .
1
2
3
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paths in the CFG

boundary where
ψ 1 holds

region where
ψ 2 holds

statement s
Fig. 1. CFG paths leading to a statement s which can be transformed to s by the transformation
pattern ψ1 followed by ψ2 until s ⇒ s with witness P. The shaded region can only be entered
through a statement satisfying ψ1 , and all statements within the region satisfy ψ2 . The statement
s can only be reached by ﬁrst passing through this shaded region.

The enabling statement ensures that variable Y holds the value C, and this
condition is not invalidated by the innocuous statements, thereby allowing the
transformation to be safely performed downstream. This sequence of events is
expressed by the following transformation pattern (the witness is discussed in
more detail in section 1.3):
stmt(Y := C)
followed by
¬mayDef (Y )
until
X := Y ⇒ X := C
with witness
η(Y ) = C
The “pattern variables” X and Y may be instantiated with any variables of
the procedure being optimized, while the pattern variable C may be instantiated
with constants in the procedure.
1.2 Labels
Each node in a procedure’s CFG is labeled with properties that are true at
that node, such as stmt(x := 5) or mayDef (y). The formulas ψ1 and ψ2 in an
optimization are boolean expressions over these labels.
Users can deﬁne a new kind of label by giving a predicate over a statement,
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referred to in the predicate’s body using the distinguished variable currStmt.
As a trivial example, the stmt(S) label, which denotes that the statement at
the current node is S, can be deﬁned as:
stmt(S)  currStmt = S
As another example, syntacticDef (Y ), which stands for syntactic deﬁnition
of Y , can be deﬁned as:
syntacticDef (Y )  case currStmt of
decl X ⇒ X = Y
X := . . . ⇒ X = Y
else
⇒ false
endcase
The label syntacticDef (Y ) holds at a node if and only if the current statement
is a declaration of or an assignment to Y . The “case” predicate is a convenience that provides a form of pattern matching over the C-like intermediate
language that Cobalt optimizations manipulate, but it is easily desugared
into an ordinary logical expression. Similarly, pattern variables and ellipses
get desugared into ordinary quantiﬁed variables.
Given the deﬁnition of syntacticDef , a conservative version of the mayDef
label from example 1 can be deﬁned as:
mayDef (Y )  case currStmt of
∗X := Z ⇒
X := P (Z) ⇒
else
⇒
endcase

true
true
syntacticDef (Y )

In other words, a statement may deﬁne variable Y if the statement is either a
pointer store (since our intermediate language allows taking the address of a
local variable), a procedure call (since the procedure may be passed pointers
from which the address of Y is reachable), or otherwise a syntactic deﬁnition
of Y .
1.3 Soundness
A transformation pattern is sound if all the transformations it allows are
semantics-preserving, for all possible intermediate-language procedures. Forward transformation patterns have a natural approach for understanding their
soundness. Consider a statement s transformed to s in procedure P . Any
execution trace of P that contains s will at some point execute an enabling
statement, followed by zero or more innocuous statements, before reaching
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s . As mentioned earlier, executing the enabling statement establishes some
conditions at the subsequent state of execution. These conditions are then
preserved by the innocuous statements. Finally, the conditions imply that s
and s have the same eﬀect at the point where s is executed. As a result, the
original program and the transformed program have the same semantics.
Our automatic strategy for proving optimizations sound is based on the
above intuition. As part of the code for a forward transformation pattern,
optimization writers provide a forward witness P, which is a (possibly ﬁrstorder) predicate over an execution state, denoted η. The witness plays the
role of the conditions mentioned in the previous paragraph and is the intuitive
reason why the transformation pattern is correct. Our strategy attempts to
prove that the witness is established by the enabling statement and preserved
by the innocuous statements, and that it implies that s and s have the same
eﬀect. More speciﬁcally, for each forward transformation pattern ψ1 followed
by ψ2 until s ⇒ s with witness P, we ask an automatic theorem prover
to discharge the following obligations:
(i) If ψ1 holds at an arbitrary node n in an arbitrary CFG and the statement
at that node is executed from an arbitrary execution state, then P will
hold in the resulting execution state.
(ii) If ψ2 holds at an arbitrary node n in an arbitrary CFG and the statement
at that node is executed from an execution state satisfying P, then P will
also hold in the resulting execution state.
(iii) If s and s are each executed from the same execution state satisfying P,
then the resulting execution states will be identical.
We have proven that if these obligations hold for any particular optimization,
then that optimization is sound [9].
In example 1, the forward witness η(Y ) = C denotes the fact that the value
of Y in execution state η is C. Our implementation automatically discharges
the above obligations: the witness η(Y ) = C is established by the statement
Y := C, preserved by statements that do not modify the contents of Y , and
implies that X := Y and X := C have the same eﬀect. Therefore, the constant
propagation transformation pattern is automatically proven to be sound.

1.4 Other Features of Cobalt
Cobalt includes several other features that increase its expressiveness, while
still preserving fully automatic soundness reasoning.
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1.4.1 Backward Transformation Patterns
Cobalt has a notion of a backward transformation pattern, which naturally
allows the expression of backward optimizations like dead-assignment elimination. A backward transformation pattern is similar to a forward one, except
that the direction of the ﬂow of analysis is reversed:
ψ1 preceded by ψ2 since s ⇒ s with witness P
The backward transformation pattern above says that s may be transformed
to s in a procedure P if on all paths in P ’s CFG from s to the end of the
procedure, there exists a statement satisfying ψ1 , preceded by zero or more
statements satisfying ψ2 , preceded by s.
1.4.2 Proﬁtability Heuristics
For some optimizations, including our constant-propagation example, all legal
transformations are also proﬁtable. However, in more complex optimizations,
such as code motion and optimizations that trade oﬀ time and space, many
transformations may preserve program behavior while only a small subset of
them improve the code. To address this distinction between legality and profitability, a Cobalt optimization is written in two pieces. The transformation
pattern only deﬁnes which transformations are legal. An optimization separately describes which of the legal transformations are also proﬁtable and
therefore should be performed; we call this second piece of an optimization its
proﬁtability heuristic.
This way of factoring optimizations into a transformation pattern and a
proﬁtability heuristic is critical to our ability to prove optimizations sound automatically, since only an optimization’s transformation pattern aﬀects soundness. Transformation patterns tend to be simple even for complicated optimizations, with the bulk of an optimization’s complexity pertaining to profitability. Proﬁtability heuristics can be written in any language, thereby removing any limitations on their expressiveness. Proﬁtability heuristics are
completely ignored by the soundness checker. Without proﬁtability heuristics,
the extra complexity added to transformation patterns to express proﬁtability
information would prevent automated correctness reasoning.
1.4.3 Pure Analyses
In addition to optimizations, Cobalt allows users to write pure analyses that
do not perform transformations. These analyses can be used to compute or
verify properties of interest about a procedure and to provide information to
be consumed by later transformations. A pure analysis deﬁnes a new label,
and the result of the analysis is a labeling of the given CFG. For instance, a
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does-not-point-to analysis can be deﬁned, which results in nodes of the CFG
being annotated with labels of the form doesNotPointTo(X, Y ). The new label
can then be used by other analyses, optimizations, or label deﬁnitions. For
example, it can be used to make the deﬁnition of mayDef in section 1.2 less
conservative in the face of pointer stores.
A forward pure analysis is similar to a forward optimization, except that
it does not contain a rewrite rule or a proﬁtability heuristic. Instead, it has a
deﬁnes clause that gives a name to the new label. The strategy for proving
soundness of a pure analysis is a slight variant on the strategy for proving
soundness of a forward transformation pattern.

2

Current and Future Work

Our current work on Cobalt is geared toward further increasing expressiveness
while maintaining the ability to automatically reason about soundness. We are
designing a second version of the language, Cobalt V2, that incorporates the
lessons we have learned from the ﬁrst version, Cobalt V1, while signiﬁcantly
enhancing its capabilities. In this section we use a simple example to give a
ﬂavor for what Cobalt V2 will look like. We focus on pure analyses, which
best illustrate the advantages of Cobalt V2, but transformations can be easily
adapted to the Cobalt-V2 style as well.
A pure analysis in Cobalt V1 states under what conditions a node should
be annotated with a particular label, which we also refer to as a dataﬂow
fact. The conditions are global in that they talk about all paths in the CFG
leading to the node in question. Global conditions are appealing because in
one shot they concisely describe the nodes that should be annotated with
a given dataﬂow fact. However, in order to automate soundness reasoning,
restrictions have to be imposed on these global conditions, and in Cobalt V1
only one stylized form of global condition is supported. Instead of providing
the analysis writer with this one stylized global conditions, the main idea
in Cobalt V2 is to provide the analysis writer with stylized local conditions,
which can then be combined in ﬂexible ways to achieve many kinds of global
conditions.
As an example, consider a simple does-not-point-to analysis in Cobalt V1:
stmt(X := &Z) ∧ Y = Z
followed by
¬mayDef (X)
deﬁnes
doesNotPointTo(X , Y )
with witness
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η(X) = η(&Y )
This analysis says that a node n can be labeled with doesNotP ointT o(X, Y )
if on all CFG paths to n, there is a point at which X is assigned the address
of a variable diﬀerent from Y , and then X is not modiﬁed until n. This global
condition can easily be expressed with two local rules in Cobalt V2:
if
stmt(X := &Z) ∧ Y = Z
then doesNotPointTo(X, Y )@cfg out
if
doesNotPointTo(X, Y )@cfg in ∧ ¬mayDef (X)
then doesNotPointTo(X, Y )@cfg out
The ﬁrst rule says that the outgoing CFG edge of an assignment X := &Z
should be annotated with doesNotP ointT o(X, Y ) for each variable Y diﬀerent
from Z. The second rule says that if doesNotP ointT o(X, Y ) appears on the
incoming edge of a node that does not modify X, then doesNotP ointT o(X, Y )
should also appear on the outgoing edge.
In addition to these two rules, the analysis writer must also provide the
meaning of the does-not-point-to fact, which plays an analogous role to the
witness in Cobalt V1:
deﬁne edge fact doesNotPointTo(X, Y )
with meaning η(X) = η(&Y )
The meaning of a dataﬂow fact D is a predicate, with the intent that
whenever D appears on an edge, the meaning of D should hold in all concrete
stores that can appear on that edge. Our goal is to check automatically that
this intent becomes reality, and we can do this by checking that each if-then
rule is sound separately. For each rule we ask the theorem prover to show that
if the meaning of the antecedent holds at the incoming edge, then the meaning
of the consequent holds at the outgoing edge. For example, in the second rule
above we would ask the theorem prover to show that if a statement satisfying
¬mayDef (X) is executed in a state satisfying X = &Y , then the resulting
state will also satisfy X = &Y .
The local if-then rules of Cobalt V2 oﬀer several advantages over the global
condition in Cobalt V1. First, the local rules are more ﬂexible and more
expressive. Because the rules operate at the granularity of a node, our doesnot-point-to analysis can now be easily extended with many new rules, for
example:
if
stmt(X := Z) ∧ doesNotPointTo(Z , Y )@cfg in
then doesNotPointTo(X, Y )@cfg out
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stmt(∗A := B) ∧ mustPointTo(A, X )@cfg in ∧
doesNotPointTo(B, Y )@cfg in
then doesNotPointTo(X, Y )@cfg out

if

The second rule above assumes the existence of a dataﬂow fact mustP ointT o(X, Y ),
which signiﬁes that X deﬁnitely points to Y . This dataﬂow fact can be deﬁned
using another set of if-then rules.
Another advantage of Cobalt V2 is that the local if-then rules can be seen
as ﬂow functions: given some incoming dataﬂow facts, they determine which
outgoing dataﬂow facts to propagate. This interpretation of if-then rules provides an explanation of Cobalt in terms of concepts already familiar to many
analysis writers, thus making the language easier to adopt. Furthermore,
because the ﬂow-function formalism matches the commonly used formalism
in the analysis community, much previous work on dataﬂow analysis should
adapt seamlessly to Cobalt V2. For example, we will attempt to incorporate into V2 some of our previous work on composing and staging dataﬂow
analyses [8,18] and on deriving interprocedural analyses from intraprocedural
ones [1].

3

Related Work

The idea of analyzing optimizations written in a domain-speciﬁc language was
introduced by Whitﬁeld and Soﬀa [28]. By analyzing optimizations expressed
in a language called Gospel, their system can automatically determine if one
optimization helps or hinders another one. This information can then be used
to determine an order in which to run optimizations. Their framework also includes a tool, Genesis [27], for executing optimizations written in Gospel. The
main diﬀerence between our work and the Gospel work is in the properties of
interest: we explore soundness whereas Whitﬁeld and Soﬀa explore optimization dependencies. Despite the diﬀerent focus, our languages have similarities:
both Gospel and Cobalt optimizations consist of a rewrite rule (an ACTION
clause in Gospel) guarded by some condition (a PRECONDITION clause in
Gospel). The Gospel rewrite rules are more ﬂexible than the Cobalt ones,
since they allow moving statements. On the other hand, Gospel has dataﬂow
dependencies as primitives in the language, whereas Cobalt allows the user to
deﬁne such dependencies with dataﬂow facts.
Our work is also related to the use of temporal logic for expressing and
reasoning about analyses [24,25,22,23,7], since the guards of Cobalt’s transformation patterns can be viewed as restricted kinds of temporal-logic formulas.
Our language was in fact inspired by recent work in the temporal-logic direc-
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tion by Lacey et al. [7]. Lacey describes a language for writing optimizations
as guarded rewrite rules evaluated over a labeled CFG, and our transformation
patterns are modeled on this language. Lacey’s intermediate language lacks
several constructs found in realistic languages, including pointers, dynamic
memory allocation, and procedures. Lacey describes a general strategy, based
on relating execution traces of the original and transformed programs, for
manually proving the soundness of optimizations in his language. Three example optimizations are shown and proven sound by hand using this strategy.
Unfortunately, the generality of this strategy makes it diﬃcult to automate.
Lacey’s guards may be arbitrary CTL formulas, while our guard language
can be viewed as a strict subset of CTL that codiﬁes a particularly common
idiom. However, we are still able to express more precise versions of Lacey’s
three example optimizations (as well as many others) and to prove them sound
automatically. Further, Lacey’s optimization language has no notion of profitability heuristics or of pure analyses. Therefore, expressing optimizations
that employ proﬁtability or pointer information (assuming Lacey’s language
were augmented with pointers) would instead require writing more complicated guards, and some optimizations we support may not be expressible by
Lacey.
A signiﬁcant amount of work has been done on manually proving optimizations correct [10,11,2,3,5,17,4]. Transformations have also been proven correct
mechanically, but not automatically: the transformation is proven sound using
an interactive theorem prover, which requires user involvement. For example,
Young [29] has proven a code generator correct using the Boyer-Moore theorem prover enhanced with an interactive interface [6]. In contrast, Cobalt’s
proof strategy is fully automated.
Instead of proving that the compiler is always correct, translation validation [19,15] and credible compilation [21,20] both attack the problem of
checking the correctness of a given compilation run. Therefore, a bug in an
optimization only appears when the compiler is run on a program that triggers the bug. Our work allows optimizations to be proven correct before the
compiler is even run once. However, to do so we require optimizations to be
written in a special-purpose language. Our approach also requires the Cobalt
execution engine to be part of the trusted computing base, while translation
validation and credible compilation do not require trust in any part of the
compiler.
Proof-carrying code [14], certiﬁed compilation [16], typed intermediate languages [26], and typed assembly languages [12,13] have all been used to prove
properties of programs generated by a compiler. However, the kinds of properties that these approaches have typically guaranteed are type safety and
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memory safety. In our work, we prove the stronger property of semantic
equivalence between the original and resulting programs.

4

Conclusion

We have overviewed the Cobalt project, an approach for automatically proving
the correctness of compiler optimizations. Our technique provides the optimization writer with a domain-speciﬁc language for writing optimizations.
Cobalt is both reasonably expressive and amenable to automated correctness
reasoning. Using our technique we have proven correct implementations of
several optimizations over a realistic intermediate language. Aside from helping to ensure the reliability of compilers, Cobalt is a promising step toward
the goal of user-extensible compilers, which would allow programmers to easily
and safely add unusual or domain-speciﬁc analyses and optimizations.
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